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ABSTCACT
To understand radiation and radioactivity, it is important to recall the

history of their investigation. At first, the works made by Elster and Geitel
with a leaf electroscope about lOQyears ago are introduced. Then the variations
of enviromental radiation level are shown by the results obtained with a large
volume Nal(Tl) detector on my car travelling all over Japan and the data with a
pocket dosimeter during my tours in Europe. Among environmental radioactivity,
radon and tritium are specially remarked from the historical and educational
points of view, with various methods for their measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION
Though radiation and radioactivity have been exisisting in the nature from

ancient times, they can not be recognized only by five sences of human beings.
The following poem was made for invisible air or wind in the last century by an
English poet, Christian Rosseti (1830-1894).

Who has seen the wind? Neither I nor you:
But when the leaves hang trembling, the wind is passing through.
Who has seen the wind? Neither you nor I:
But when the trees bow down their heads, the wind is passing by.

In order to recognize invisible radiation and radioactivity, we have to replace
the leaves or the trees with some scientific instruments. As seen in the two
lower columns of Table. 1 showing the main historical events in the studies of
radioactivity, our informations on radiation and radioactivity have developed
very much according to the development of detectors and various chemical methods
to be applied for the identification of radioactive nuclides,

On the other hand, a famous Italian chemist, Cannizzarro (1826-1910) once
said as follows, " It often happens that the mind of a person learning a new
science has to pass through all the phases which the science itself has exibited
in its historical evolution ". Furthermore, Ernst Heinrich Haeckel(1838-1919),
German biologist and natural philosopher stated " Ontogeny simulates phylogeny "
that is, in the growing process of individual lives, the stage of historical

development of the species are repeated. From psychological and educational
point of view, it is considered valuable and effective for young generations in
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Table 1. Historical events and the development of methods.
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their growing process to trace the historical processes and also to learn the

definite results of experimental works made previously. In order to understand

radiation and radioactivity, it is significantly important to recall the history

of various studies since the discovery of radioactivity by H. Becquerel in 1896

follwed by the Curie's discovery of new radioactive elements, Po and Ra.

2. PIONEERING STUDIES BY ELJSTER AND GEITEL

Pioneering works on natural radiation and radioactivity in the environment

were made by two German physicists, Julius Elster (1854-1920) and Hans Geitel

(1855-1923), by using a simple leaf electroscope. They were both close friends

since their childhood and remained as teachers of a Gymnasium "Groflen Schule" at

Wolfenbiittel throughout their lives publishing many papers jointly. It must be

mentioned that, based on their experiments for Becquerel ray made in a vaccum

environ and a deep underground tunnel in the Harz mine, they sugested at first

the disintegration of atom itself as the possible origin of this ray on 19th of

January in 1899 at the scientific meeting at Braunschweig, although Marie Curie

expressed the same concept soon later on 30th of January, 1899 independently.

They were measuring the electric condictivity of air, that is, the degree

of ionization of atomosphere and invented a photo-cell to measure faint light.

We can see now their some memorial instruments at their school. Elster used a

portable leaf electroscope set on a stick during his tour. He made tours in 1900

to the Mediterranean areas in spring and also to the North Sea areas in summer.

During these tours, he carried out totally 390 measurements at various points.

The data in his report" include the data on several high mountain tops showing

the higher ionozation contribution of cosmic ray even before its discovery by

Victor F.Hess (1883-1964) in 1911.

Another paper2) shows the variation of air electric conductivity during the

total solar eclipse at Algier on May 28th in 1900. Such variations are nowadays

explained as the accumulation of radioactive gas radon on the ground surface due

to the atomospheric inversion layer during solar eclipse.

They also found that the electric conductivity of the air is rather high 3)

in the underground room of the congress hall of their city and in the cavern of

neighbouring Harz district where I visited this summer. By collecting aerosol

particles on the wire charged with high electric potentialand measuring its

radioacrivity decay, they proved in 1902 4) that the high electric conductivity

of airis due to the existence of accumulated radon which had been discovered at

the laboratoty of Halle university in 1900 by Friedrich Dorn (1847-1916).

After such first finding of natural radioactivity in the environmental,

Elster and Geitel extended their studies on natural spring sediments and soil.

Famous scientist E. Rutherford wrote in his book 5) appreciating their works,
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that "The pioneers in this important field of investigation were Elster and
Geitel and no researcher has contributed more to our knowledge of radioactivity
of the earth and atmosphere than they have".

3. CONTINUOUS CARBORNE MONITORING OF RADIATION
Although opaque ZnS powder had been used since 1903 fora ray scitillation

counting, detector using scintillation in transparent solid material developed
since 1947 when its first observation made by /} ray in naphthalene was found by
H.Kallmanand. And then P.R.Bell found in 1948 that anthrathene gave larger pulse
than anthrathene and for7 ray detection R.Hofstadter prepared sodium-iodide
scintillator activated by adding thallium in the same year. Now the large volume
sodium-iodide detector with photo multiplier tube become commercially available.
I carried out continuous carborne monitorings of radiation over Japan by setting
on the back side of my car such a large volume (4" 0 x4") detector enough to
secure a good counting statistics even at fairly high speed driving 6). Electric
powers are supplied from 12 volt car battery through a survey meter unit having
4 channel pulse height discriminators. The relationship between each level and
the energy of gamma ray was examined on an integral curve obtained by changing
the lower discrimination level as shown in Fig.l. In our carborne monitoring,
channel 1 and 2 were used to estimate terrestrial gamma ray levels and other two
channel (3 and 4) were used for the estimation of cosmic ray contribution.

Though the counting rates of cosmic ray contribution increase according to
the altitude of road above sea level (Fig.2), its decrease in tunnels owing to
the shielding effect of mountain and the region of tunnel is easily identified
by this effect Fig.3 ( i ) . In some tunnels, abrupt change of terrestrial gamma
ray is observed. An example is shown in Fig.3(ii) for Ena-san tunnel with its
geological cross section. Such abrupt change can be explained by geological
features of rocks in the tunnel. Another example of such abrupt change was also
observed for Sasaga-mine tunnel on the Kochi highway traversing© Shikoku Island
in Japan. On the southern part of Kochi highways rather lower levels of gamma
ray radiation were observed even in the tunnels and this is understood by the
fact that this area is mainly covered with calcite and dolomite rock.

Maps of Japan6> were made with different colours of circles according to
the ganma radiation levels to summarize the results in tunnels, while triangular
signs were used to show the levels on flat open surface for several districts
where only few tunnel exist. In a table 6J, the radiation levels (40-160 nGy/h)
of each tunnel is shown by deviding Japan into the following nine districts.
(I .Hokkaido, I. Tohoku, l.Kanto, F.Chubu, V.Hokuriku.VI.Kinki, W-Chugoku,

Vll-Shikoku, K.Kyushu). On the whole, rather lower levels in Hokkaido district
and rather higer levels in Qiubu, Kinki and Chubu districts are observed. After
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my retirement from university, I carried out with ray wife for several years such

radiation monitoring not only over Japan, but also in China 7)with Hong Kong,

Malaysia8' and Vietnam, when I was invited to these countries, the results being

published in each country.

Furthermore, when I was invited and asked to make a lecture on radiation

and radioactivity in 1990 at the junior high school (the former Kobe-ityu, now

Kobe-kokou) where I studied in my younger days, I measured a week beforehand

radiation levels on the way to the gate of school campus and also in several

school rooms with the cooperation of students belonging to the science club of

this school. By showing in my lecture the results obtained with Nal detector and

also explaining the scientific causes of these variations, many students hearing

my lecture were much interested in various invisible radiation level outside and

inside of the school which can not be known without any detector.

3. ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION MONITORING WITH POCKET DOSIMETER

When I had a chance to go Europe in 1993, I brought with me a new pocket

electric dosimeter having a pn-junction type silicon semiconductor("MYDOSE-mini"

Model PdM-101,Aloka Comp..Japan) and made radiation level studies on various

routes during my tours as similarly as Elster made with a leaf electroscope.

The data were obtained on various routs 9) including on flights from Japan to

Europe, on the Adria Sea, at the underground laboratory of Gran Sasso in Italy,

from Bohemia in Czech (Jachymov and Karlovy Vary) to Saxony in Germany (Schlema

and Freiberg), at Berlin and Stuttgart, on the Rhein and Bodensee, at Chamonix

and Mont Blanc in France and so on. The radiation levels are known by the slope

of lines of accumulated dose. Rather high levels of about 500nGy/hr are observed

even now at the memorial park in Jachymov with the Madame Curie's monument where

the waste from uranium pigment factory had been piled up and used effectively to

extract radium in Paris about 100 years ago. And in Jachymov, the unpaved road

near the old uranium mine office show the fairly high levels, while the road

paved with granitic rocks at the market place near Rathaus of Marktredwitz in

germany shows also relatively high level. On the other hand, the radiation level

on river and lake or sea show lower level and further lower level was observed

at the Gran Sasso underground room.

As similarly as such radiation monitoring during travels, the presentation

of comparative data on radiation levels along the route of school excursion will

be effective to get the students interested in radiation.

4. MEASUREMENT OF RADON IN AIR

As for natural radioactivity, the measurement of radon in air around us

which make a largest radiation dose commitment to man, provides students with
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familiarity to environmental radioactivity.
Aerosol particles to which various daughter nuclides of radon attach, can

be collected by using an ordinary vacuum cleaner and a glass-fiber filter set on
suction pipe. After sampling for about one hour, the filter is subjected to the
radioactivity counting with Geiger MUller tube which was invented in 1928. The
tube is shielded heavily with lead blocks to decrease the background counting.
The analysis of radioactivity decay curves will give the estimate of levels of
radon by 214Pb [RaB] (its half-life:26.8 min.) and that of thoron by 212Pb [ThB]
(its half-life:10.6 hr.) in air respectively. This experiment is an appropriate
educational subject to become familiar to uranium and thorium series nuclides.
The comparisons of levels of these nuclides and also the ratio of daughter of
thoron over that of radon at differrent locations ( rather high levels in the
space under the floor ) are interesting to be studied at differrent times.

The concentrations of radon in air are also determined by alpha ray track
method developed since 1960's. Plastic detectors for example CR-39(allyldiglycol
carbonate film) are exposed to air for several months with filter for avoiding
the attachment of dusts and the effect of thoron. For rough estimation, more
simply naked plastic plates are also used without filter. Then the etching with
warm sodium hydroxide solution ( 6.5mol/dm~3, 70° C ) is carried out for about
6 hours. The numbers of etch-pits counted by common optical microscope (xlOO)
inform the average concentration of radon in the indoor or outdoor environment.
This method also a good educational trial for students to study environmental
radioactivity in various rooms of their school and also their homes.

Other than these environmental radioactivity, tritium ( H3 , T ), a soft $
ray emitter, was discovered rather later in 1950 as HT from He-Ne fractions of
Firma-Linde AG (Z.Naturforsch.5A, 438-439) and in 1951 as HTO from heavy water
produced in Norsk Hydro-Elektrisk Kvoelstofaktierlskab (Science 113,1-2). The
gas counting method was used in these discoveries. Cosmic ray produced tritium
is widely distributed in the world. Soon after its discovery, rain water, snow
and others are studied for their tritium in 1954 (Phy. Rev. 93,1337-1344) using
gas counting. Now environmental tritium with artificial atomic bomb-broduced one
can be measured by low background liquid scitillation counter directly or after
the enrichment by electrolysis. The data on tritium in our environment including
familiar drinking water will be informative for students. Interesting tritium
data obtained by us on "Meisui-lOOsen", a hundred selected fresh water in Japan
are presented with some waters in foreign countries for comparison.

5. EXHIBITION AT NAKATSUGAWA MINERAL MUSEUM
The mineral museum in Nakatsugawa, Gifu prefecture of central Japan where

many earlier geochemical studies in Japan were conducted, was opened in May of
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1998. And a special exibibition on " Mineral and Radioactivity " with various

informations on environmetal radioactivity is held at this museum from 1st of

October, 1998 through January 17th, 1999. Exibitions were carried out on the

following five items from educational view points along with many instruments.

(A)How Marie and Pierre Curiedscovered Polonium and Radium?(B)What extent of the

atomic numbers chemical elements have been discovered?(C)Where radioactive rare

minerals are found in Japan?(D)How much variation exist in natural radiation

level? (E)What kind of natural environmental radioactivity have been studied?

Many visitors including students have enjoyed such exibitions.
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